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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

	My full name is Stephen Robert Marsh.  I go by Steve 
with my friends and family.  Born December 19, 1955 in 
Hollywood, Los Angeles County, California; I'm 
thirty-five years old.  

	Growing up I lived in a number of places, including 
four years in Alaska, two in Las Vegas and two in Idaho.  
I spent two years on a religious mission in Upstate New 
York and graduated from California State University at 
Los Angeles (B.A. Applied Econ, Departmental Honor 1979, 
GRE Advanced Econ 800).  

	I've worked as a clerk-typist, a head cashier, a 
lifeguard and a TSR staffer (Design Department.  I 
reviewed Judges Guild submissions, wrote the game SAGA, 
answered letters and did other misc. work).  I graduated 
from law school in 1982 (J. Reuben Clark School of Law, 
BYU) and currently have a litigation practice in Wichita 
Falls, Texas.  I have published seven legal articles 
since 1989 when I parted company with my ex-employer (a 
now semi-retired millionaire).  (Not all of the articles 
are listed on my resume).

	That history gives me six years in Utah and eight in 
Texas for the longest stays in any state I've had while 
growing up.

	My practice currently consists of 10% office practice, 
a little domestic/family law (I do pro bono divorces for 
abused women) and litigation (60%/40% Plaintiff/Defense).  
I may also take on the Archer County Attorney Position 
this fall.  (That is a part-time position that I've been 
contacted about).

	In high school I went to State B in swimming 
(Butterfly, Relays) as a junior.  As a sixteen year old 
senior I earned both a j.v. and a varsity letter in 
wrestling the same year (I had six pins inside of sixty 
seconds and went the distance at District).  I qualified 
for AAU Nationals in Judo when they still had qualifiers 
and won a variety of trophies at the brown belt level in 
karate.  My favorite kata for competition was Bassai Dai.

	In October of 1984 I met Winifred Lenora Wallace.  The 
first thing I noticed was her roundhouse kick.  I started 
work in Texas on January 9, 1985 and we were married 
January 24, 1985.  Win and I have two girls, Jessica and 
Heather.

	I'm 5'6", blond, blue eyed, half Greek, half WASP.  
Win is 5'8", blond, blue eyed (she looks like a Frazetta 
drawing), half WASP, half German/Jewish.  She was on 
BYU's national livestock judging team (which is the same 
as lettering in varsity football in this part of the 
country), is from Walnut Creek, California, and lived 
half of her life in Brazil (her father was head engineer 
on the Itapu dam).  She speaks two dialects of 
Portuguese.  Her martial arts background was Tae Kwon Do 
(Percy Woods) and her FRP background D&D.  On our first 
date she fixed some guy's car while we were driving 
through the Wasatch mountains.  She is an incredible 
person in every way.

	I ran into D&D in 1974 when I got to a class late and 
sat down next to Sandy Petersen & Bryan Stout.  He had 
the rules out and I asked if I could borrow them (that 
was my first meeting with Sandy & Bryan).  Prior to D&D 
my background was chess (USCF rated) and wargames (my 
first wargame was AH's 1914).  Sandy had a lot of 
miniatures and wargames.

	I read the volume I was lent and got back with the 
guys for a campaign.  Sandy ran things by the book.  Our 
character mortality rate was around 96%, though without 
the Cthulhoid menace it would have probably been only 
95%.  Most dead characters stayed dead (Raise Dead was 
fairly easy to come by, clerics just insisted on sending all raised characters off on hopeless quests after 
raising them).  Mine got raised and into horrendous 
messes as all the bad guys he fought with had relatives.

Both Sandy and I corresponded with Gary Gygax (Gary had 
lots of time back then), leading to a number of 
submissions and promises.  I actually got an advance on 
a module once (which I finished and which I understand 
was lost in one of the purges).  About the time Tim Kask 
took over Gary's personal correspondence all of my 
contacts with TSR cut off, my "lifetime" subscription to 
The Dragon canceled, etc.  

My subscription was later restored in 1979.  Following 
restoration of my TSR connections I submitted two 
modules, rewrote them both extensively, received an 
advance and never heard on the one (a partial plane made 
of the ruins of a large fortress palace) again.  The only 
news on the other (Starstrands/Dream Spider) was when a 
guy wrote me asking for advice on how to proceed from the 
written notes!  The typed materials had vanished...

That was too bad.  I had produced a module outline.  Gary 
Gygax had typed a rough draft of the module up for me.  
Lawrence Schick had given me some excellent criticism (I 
had chickened out and made the whole thing too mundane) 
and I had done a complete typed rewrite with encounter 
charts, a number of unusual illusion using creatures, 
etc.  

About this time TSR published my boardgame Saga.

TSR later published a game that looked identical to 
another game I had designed.  However, the rules were 
100% different and it was obvious on reading that whoever 
had designed that game had never seen my version of the 
same idea.  I'll note that duplication of ideas is 
extremely easy and common in FRPGs.  95% of the 
duplication is entirely innocent.

In fact, duplication of ideas is why many game companies 
place little value on individuals and their input.  The 
most common comment I hear is "heh, fifty people thought 
of some version of that idea, your implementation isn't 
that much more commercially better..." 
"As for conceptual improvements, why..."  (If you don't 
think that many a designer has had less than grateful 
comments directed his way, think about M. A. Barker and 
his original Petal Throne rules, Steve Perrin and the 
original GURPS Supers rules, or Tim Kask and what he did 
with the two sets of rules for mental powers and mental 
attack/defense that he had).

The truth seems to be in the middle.  Sure, anyone could 
have done work for ICE/Hero Games, sure the product would 
have sold as well in the short run, but I think that the 
conceptual quality that Scott Bennie gave certain 
products does result in long term improvements because it 
makes the game feel better in play.

The last major commercial FRP project I was involved in 
was Steve Perrin's GURPS supers.  When SJG dropped 
Perrin, my work appears to have faded through without 
credit.  With SJG's problems, and the changes they made 
on that particular project, I can't see how anyone can 
blame them for dropping my name -- I'm just glad that the 
Storm Troopers did not find my name during their raids on 
SJG.  Obscurity in that situation was better than any 
credit.

The last major project that put my name in the credits 
(when I did absolutely nothing that deserved any mention) 
was Fantasy Hero's first edition.  I always hope for more 
mentions (and free copies to go with them!).  I like 
Chaosium games -- especially for their loyalty to the 
original author's concepts and feel.  Chaosium games 
always feel well crafted and honest.  Someone cared about 
the game.  (Chaosium only works on projects when someone 
there has some real feelings for the project).

My three favorite designers (in alphabetical order) are 
Scott Bennie, Sandy Petersen and Lawrence Schick.  Scott 
is a marvel, one of the five overall thorough and best 
designers I've ever seen.  Sandy used to mirror my 
feelings on most major design issues and I really like 
the way he GMs (he is my all time favorite GM).  Lawrence 
is brilliant and was kinder to me than I deserved.  I 
think the world of Lawrence.  He also got me listening to punk music for which I'm still grateful.

	GMs I've liked include Nicolai Shapiro (I'm not sure 
that any write-up can capture the realistic feel of the 
games he has run that I've been in) and some people who 
currently write or edit for A&E.  I also admire (and 
enjoy) the way Wayne Shaw can push characters and players 
to the limit and the way outrageous die rolls occur in 
his campaigns.

	I still remember a situation where disaster was about 
to destroy half the party and which was saved only by my 
characters getting four RQ critical hit impales in a row.  
At a distance, vs moving targets, in melee.  That's a lot 
of incredibly lucky dice.  If I had not rolled the dice 
myself, I would not have believed it.

	My favorite gaming is Call of Cthulhulike sort of 
stuff -- Tim Powers sort of backgrounds in a game setting 
or Lovecraft's Dreamlands rather than brooding horror, -- 
but with the exploration, semidetective investigation and 
deeply thought out solutions that characterize Call of 
Cthulhu scenarios.  
 	For the best gaming, I believe that good should be 
able to triumph in the long run (which is contra 
Lovecraft, but my personal ethos).  I tend to run a 
slightly higher power level because I lack the fine 
control of pace and setting necessary to otherwise avoid 
wholesale slaughter of PCs.  I really dislike wholesale 
slaughter of PCs.  I've been playing with 
player/luck/karma/plot point systems to achieve the same 
result at lower levels of power.

	And yes, I can see some implied contradictions.  But 
while Sandy's games had lots of casualties, it did not 
feel like wholesale slaughter, just realism.  No, I can't 
explain it better.

	My current game works in progress are Across a Dream 
of Mist, a translation of a World of Wonder Supplement 
into a Dream World, Shadows, a RQII compatible "magic 
returns" campaign, Shattered Norns, a RQIII compatible 
game world (based on my pre 1973 game world); and my 
Heroquest essays.  I also have The Planes of Reality, an 
old D&D iteration of my planes of reality (the ones that 
Gary Gygax modeled TSR's system on) and some misc. 
SHADOWRUN material.  

	Mike Gunderloy (remember him?) has agreed and is 
co-writing the original, pre-D&D planes of reality into 
commercial form as a slow project, my various TSR 
contracts and contacts having fallen through.  TSR having 
published their own version, I suspect that they finally 
have no desire for mine.  The "real" Planes of Reality 
may yet see the light of day, thanks to Mike.

	<<Note that Mike, at FACTSHEET FIVE, 6 Arizona Avenue, 
Rensselear, NY  12144-4502 is actively writing a book 
about all the fanzines in the world (Whole Earth Catalog 
is the co-editor of the book).  Mike also publishes 
FACTSHEET FIVE which reviews over a thousand fanzines a 
month.  For $200.00 you can get a lifetime subscription.  
For a SASE (large!) and $2.90 in postage (you must apply 
the postage -- they get irritated if you just send 
money), they'll send you a pound or so of fanzines.>>

	 Two different deals with Mayfair on the Planes of 
Reality project also fell through as Mayfair's editorial 
staff tends to change too often for my comfort and for 
project continuity.  Mike & I figure we'll just get the 
thing together in camera ready form and then see what we 
can do.

	Given the amount of spare time I don't have (I spend 
my spare time on my family), all of my works in progress 
are going very slowly.  If anyone is interested in doing 
anything with any of them, let me know.  I'd be glad to 
send copies of the materials on 1.44 meg IBM PC WordStar 
6.0d floppies if anyone wants to try and flesh the works 
out.  (Note that the majority of Mist is in hard copy.  
I'd run a photocopy for some seriously interested in 
being a co-writer)(The same is true of some Shattered 
Norns material that I ran in The Wild Hunt).

	I'm finished with my Shadowrun material.  It was fun, 
but I've pretty much run through it all and have gafiated 
on it.  You'll note that my zines skip some numbers.  Those are zines with material that I decided not to 
publish in A&E.  The roughs of those zines are in my A&E 
subdirectory. 
I'd be interested in trading my Shadowrun stuff (my 
copies of the rules, scenarios, etc.), but not until I am 
sure what I would trade it for.  Nothing else right now 
has really grabbed my attention.  Shadowrun did not until 
I read the books.  Just read A Gathering of Evil.  It 
looks like it should be a commercially successful work.

Politically I am registered Republican but am currently 
indeterminate in my feelings.  I am mostly into 
pragmatic, workable solutions with a social conscious.  
I'm not sure where that puts me.

My computer is a Mitsuba 386DX (at $1,500.00 for a 4meg 
25Mhz system with floppies & hard drive, it was cheaper 
than anything else).  I run Wordstar 6.0d under DR DOS 
5.0 with an HPIIIP for output.  I find that I prefer VGA 
color with codes over running in true WYSIWYG in mono.  
I run a screen very similar to a WordPerfect screen, but 
don't use my function keys much (in spite of using a 
Northgate OmniKey Plus keyboard).  WYSIWYG in mono is how 
I review documents for printing (Wordstar has a wonderful 
preview feature).

I office share with two guys.  More than just office 
sharing, less than a partnership at present.  Reginald is 
97.5% criminal defense, Clifford 95% office practice and 
claims.  We all work 9 to 5 (or less), trading income for 
personal time and freedom.  We all have Martindale-Hubble 
ratings (according to our local MH man, 75% of our local 
attorneys are unrated).  I do some contract work for 
other attorneys on complex litigation issues, which 
should help improve my rating as time goes on.  (I was 
only first submitted for rating two years ago).

I make a lot less than I used to make, I am much happier.  
I've had a number of offers to change where/how I am 
working.  So far I have decided to stay where I am.  
Money is not everything.  Still, if the right offer comes 
along, I'll probably take it.

I started involvement with zines when I met Kevin Slimak 
in the late 70s.  He had all the back issues so I sat 
down and read them all.  Started my first zine in A&E, 
added TWH, dropped out of A&E when I quit getting 
comments.  Recently, Mark Goldberg got me looking at A&E 
again and I decided to make the plunge when a lack of 
comments and the hostile tone that was taking over TWH 
(combined with a real shortness of time) pushed me over 
the edge into gafiation there.

COMMENTS

On the death penalty.  In Wichita Falls we have recently 
had the following alleged homicides with the follow 
charges:

1--White man @ killing a white police officer.
2--White man @ killing a white Seven-Eleven clerk.
3--Black boy (16) @ killing his white girlfriend when she 
got pregnant.
4--Black man @ killing a black woman.  He had raped 
several black women.

Only #4 got the death penalty.  #3 was tried as an adult 
and acquitted of capital murder, #2 and #1 were plea 
bargained.  

 Lyndon Baugh:  I probably did not say it strongly 
enough.  I liked your Morphic fields idea a lot!

Ken Rolston:  I'm still looking for your Paranoia novel.  
I've updated some of the material I sent you in case you 
are interested in any updates (either by floppy or hard 
copy).

Mark Goldberg:  Ok.  Here is my Template for Generic 
Taken (from Glen Cook's Black Company series, using 
Champions/Fantasy Hero).


MAJOR TAKEN

PtsPower/Effect
---	------------------------
75	Extra Hit Points (body/stun) ¡
20	Ego  ¡
20	PRE
80	Improved Characteristics
-----------------------------
20	Improved Sense Mode(s)
10	Sense Magic
-----------------------------
20	Regeneration (costs END)(does not restore limbs)
20	Slow Regeneration (limited) ¡
20	Power Defense
20	Extended Lifespan
-----------------------------
80	Namesake Power* 
90	Sorcery Pool (~multipower)
	(a/k/a "Talent")
90	Spells (~slots)
	(may take bonus for grouping)
	(may forget and learn spells)
50	Misc. Power(s) *** (may be related)
-----------------------------
30	OAF Pool (incl. horses, swords, etc.)
35	Skills
-----------------------------
680 points for a Major Taken (note that Minor Taken** 
have no namesake power)

¡  Improved as a side effect of being Taken
*E.g. Shapeshifting for Shifter, STR/Killing Attack Bite 
for Bonecrusher, Storms for Stormbringer (note storm 
spell in FH book), etc.
**E.g. Limper, Hanged Man.
***E.g. Martial Arts for Stormbringer


MAJOR SORCERER

Pts	Power/Effect
---	------------------------
30	Extra Hit Points (body/stun)
10	Ego  
10	PRE
30	Improved Characteristics -----------------------------
10	Sense Magic
-----------------------------
20	Limited Slow Healing
10	Power Defense
20	Extended Lifespan
-----------------------------
60	Sorcery Pool/Talent
30	Spells 
	(may take bonus for grouping)
	(may forget and learn spells)
20	Misc. Power (e.g. Dispel)
-----------------------------
25	OAF Pool 
25	Skills
-----------------------------
300 Points for a major sorcerer     


MINOR SORCERER

Pts	Power/Effect
---	------------------------
15	Extra Hit Points (body/stun)
10	Ego  
25	Improved Characteristics
-----------------------------
10	Sense Magic
-----------------------------
10	Limited Slow Healing
10	Extended Lifespan
-----------------------------
20	Sorcery Pool/Talent
35	Spells 
	(may take bonus for grouping)
	(may forget and learn spells)
20	Multipower or Elemental Powers
-----------------------------
20	Mundane OAF Pool 
25	Skills (including languages)
-----------------------------
200 Points for Goblin or One-Eye or similar minor 
sorcerer


Disadvantages for Taken (~260 pts total)

Berserk 14-  Recover 11-  Uncommon Stimulus 20pt
Berserk 14-  Recover 8-  Common Stimulus  30pt
x2 Physical Limitation, Infrequent, Slight10pt
x2 Susceptibility, Uncommon, 3d6 30pt
x2 Vulnerability, Common, x2 stun 40pt
Unusual Looks 14-15/20pt
Unluck 3d615pt
x2 Psych Limit, (Very)Common, Irrational35pt
Hunted, Large Group, Supers, 11-35pt
Enemies, Small Group, Supers, 11-30pt
 The Taken were pretty limited by their disadvantages, but 
buoyed up by their experience and overall grossness.  680 
pt characters minus 260 pts for disads and 75 pts for 
base (fantasy, not supers campaign), still generate lots 
of points by experience and general meanness.  If you 
want meaner characters, add another 100 or so points (by 
experience) to the sorcery pools and spells.

Note that the Taken functioned in what was generally a 
Low Magic Power Universe (Fantasy Hero, 2nd Ed. Page 67).  
Most spells used by "normal sorcerers" have gestures, 
incantation, easy to dispel, expertise and extra time for 
their limits (Note Lady's comments when they took out 
Shadowspinner).  Reduced END is a common advantage as are 
invisible power effects, indirect and penetrating.

For major critters (e.g. Toadkiller Dog) build 460 point 
monsters.  Minor critters (e.g. Tracker) build 230 point 
characters.  For Croaker, Captain, etc. sorts, build them 
on 210 points.  Normal characters can be built on the 150 
pt templates provided in the rules.

From my readings, in an empire ~2,000 miles in diameter 
and probably about 120,000,000 in population, there were 
ten Taken, another ten to twelve almost equivalent 
sorcerers (the White Rose's magic-users in the first 
book), probably 30 major sorcerers and probably around 
100 hedge wizards.

Remember, Goblin, One-Eye and Silent, added together gave 
The Black Company a significant advantage.  Mages were an 
uncommon adjunct to military units).  To those numbers 
I'd add about another 10,000 individuals with some magic 
(like Raven or Boaz, able to cast some spells, do some 
things, but not possessed of the extended life span that 
marked a successful magic-user of "real" power).

A great place for a campaign would be the lands just 
outside of the Empire, post Lady.  Dwarves, halflings, 
wood elves, etc. would all be recast as various human 
races (Goblin is obviously a "realistic" halfling after 
all . . .).  In Champions terms, build the characters on 
75 point bases with up to 75 additional points from 
disadvantages.

All spells will have gestures, incantation, easy to 
dispel, expertise and extra time disads.  All defensive 
magics should be ablative.  Requires a skill roll, 
visible and linked  are common optional disadvantages.  
Reduced END and penetrating are required advantages.  
Common optional advantages include invisible power 
effects and indirect.  Could be fun.

(End note on powers.  Slow healing is like regeneration, 
only slower.  Slow regeneration occurs whether or not the 
character is dead and whether or not the environment is 
hostile.  Will work as long as some of the body of the 
character remains.  All of the Taken were killed by the 
White Rose and laid on barrows.  All came back to life 
eventually, though bound within the barrowlands.  Several 
of the Taken were killed in feuds and came back in spite 
of the use of true names, magical weapons and other 
techniques.  Slow regeneration may not be able to bring 
back a character slain, burned, and ashes scattered or 
slow regeneration may just get very, very slow in that situation.  Body part replacements may be sub-par [note 
Limper's body replacements] when slow regeneration is 
rushed.) 
David Dunham:  Dave and I have been corresponding about 
a modern "the magic never really left" campaign with a 
Tim Powers sort of flavor.  I call my version Shadows 
1/9.

	I use the Runequest rules, except magic is only one 
ninth the power it is in RQIII.  (That's right, Healing 
9 either heals one point of damage or works only one time 
out of nine or some combination of the above -- say heals 
only three points and works only one time in three).  
Magic is very limited compared to a shotgun -- but magic 
can still do some things that technology can not.  (e.g. 
heal quickly)

	Magic cast along an unblocked ley line is tripled in 
force (Healing 9 heals three times as many points of 
damage on a ley line).  With the proper training, a ley 
line and the right mystical potions, a character with POW 
of 16 or better can enter the dream world.  Lycanthropy 
and other phenomena occur only on active ley lines.

	Almost all the ley lines are either corrupted (by the 
presence of magical vampirelike creatures that sleep 
dreaming on the lines) or blocked (by modern buildings, 
etc.).  A number of adventures could revolve around the 
difficulties of locating and clearing a ley line, then 
dealing with the side effects, prior to an important 
magical rite.

	As to other features, if it is in Shadows or Shattered 
Norns, then there is a memory or fragment of it in 
Shadows 1/9.  In addition, a number of CALL OF CTHULHU 
entities are also in the setting, albeit at one third or 
one ninth their COC book power.  Thus, Cthulhu is just 
some ancient horror.  Its followers think it can drive 
all men mad if it would only awake, but (in reality) it 
is not an ancient horror who can drive all men mad, etc.  


	My opening scenario has the Avatar player-characters 
become aware of a privately financed urban renewal 
project in their community.  A relocating multinational 
corporation is financing this project and has hired some 
of the player-characters, their friends or relations.  A 
private blood bank is also opening.  Over two thousand 
multinational and multicultural families are moving into 
town with the corp. 

	This allows for low power play, mystery and lots of 
plot lines.  It also provides reasonable character 
motivation.

More on the Taken & Related Parties:

Bonegnasher
	Namesake power manifests as increased STR and HtH 
Killing Bite.  His "misc. power(s)" include Armor and 
Growth.  Colleges:  War, Animal Powers.

Faceless?
	Namesake power unknown.  Colleges:  Sonimancy, Light 
(??).

Hanged Man¡£
	Namesake power is probably Necromancy (the traditional 
power of the hanged man).  Colleges:  Necromancy, Animal 
Control.
 Howler*¡£
	Namesake is an affliction.  Colleges:  Transport 
(limited to OAFs) and Plant & Wood/Swamp.

Lady4
	Her featured "namesake power" was the Eye (College of 
Mentalism OAF).  I'm not sure what colleges are 
appropriate (see the next book, Kina's Thighbone, for 
details), though Summoning seems proper.  Give her an 
extra 95 points in sorcery pool, 95 points in spells.

Limper*¡, r.i.p.
	Namesake affliction.  Misc. Power(s) consist of a 
variable OAF pool (for casting prepared spells).  
Colleges:  War, Water.

Moonbiter(*)
Unknown quantity.  Colleges:  Dark, Empathy.  Mistaken 
for a shadowmaster (Moonshadow).

Nightcrawler?
Namesake power is a hideously affected Animal Powers 
Pool.  Misc. Power(s) include Burrowing/Tunneling.  
Colleges:  Dark, Earth.

Shifter*£, r.i.p.
Namesake power is shapeshifting.  Sorcery & Spells all 
use OAF staff.  Has 30 extra points in Sorcery Pool.  
Colleges:  Fire, Healing, Body Manipulation.

Soulcatcher*¡4
Namesake Power is a multipower skill pool (uses the souls 
of caught dead to provide skills).  Misc. Power(s) points 
are divided between additional spells, sorcery pool.  
Colleges:  Demonology, Illusion.

Stormbringer*4, r.i.p.
Namesake power is an 80 point version of The Great Storm 
(cf page 238 of Fantasy Hero 2nd Edition).  Colleges:  
Storm, Wind.

Underlined characters are still off stage.
*means thought to have been mentioned in Shadow Games.
¡means killed on stage in earlier novel (may come back).
4means female (Lady & three of the Taken are female).
£means loyal to Lady at one time.
?unknown quantity.
r.i.p. -- rest in peace:  killed, burned, ashes scattered 
or the equivalent.  Probably dead for the rest of the 
series. (Limper, Shifter, Stormbringer).

My guess for Kina is 250 pts in Improved Characteristics, 
70 pts in followers, 70 pt Necromancy, 70 pt War, 70 pt 
Mentalism, 40 pt in Armor.  60 in OAF weapons & skills.  
20 pt limited healing, 20 point regeneration (e.g. find 
new body ability).  She is a 670 point monster, currently 
having trouble finding a new body.

On Language, Equality and Game Worlds:  When a language 
has an inclusive term (such as man including woman) it 
leads to those who accept that usage beginning to believe 
that equality is inclusive. 
E.g.  In English, the word "Man" did not firmly come to 
mean male & female until the 1800s.  The trend started in 
the 1500s with the first English grammars.  It slowly 
grew (academic infusion of ideas into the common body of 
belief was much slower then) until 1850 when the English 
Parliament could include it as a definitional law.

Think about it.  In the 1500s, women were pure chattel.  
By 1850 the women's voting leagues had hit full force.  
By the 1900s women were allowed the vote, by the 1940s 
women were allowed to practice law (for free, they still 
were not allowed to charge for doing legal work) and by 
the 1980s a woman was appointed to the United States 
Supreme Court.

I believe the change in the use of the word supports my 
thesis completely.  It is of note that the disbelief in 
equality between the sexes is strongest among the 
illiterate and among those who do not use the terms 
inclusively.

Steve Gilham:  Hmm.  Blacks commit more than their per 
capita share of violent crimes (the leading cause of 
death for young Black men is gunshot wounds).  Women 
commit far less (and are scarcely represented on death 
rows).  Given the starting universe, you've established 
an impossible criteria for fairness.

Spike Jones:  Thank you for the beaver standard table.  
I'm keeping it for my permanent file. // I trust I've 
updated you on the "correct" pronunciations ***, I know, 
its a mess.  // Four element systems in Western Tradition 
only go back to the Greeks and exclusively four element 
systems only go back to the Middle Ages and the 
rediscovery of Greek Philosophy.

Alison Brooks & David Flin:  Enjoyed your article. // 
There is a Call of Cthulhu scenario book that includes an 
auction. // The Aztecs, for religious reasons, provoked 
wars with their subject nations and harvested the 
prisoners of war for sacrifice and food.  Cortez had some 
good breaks do to incredible coincidence, but he did have to fight his way out of Mexico City and he took 
instinctive advantage of the situation after first 
screwing up his wonderful start very badly.

Greg Allen:  Transistor lasers are pretty neat stuff, but 
the potential of transistor fusion has always intrigued 
me (I once tried to see about setting up our high schools 
deuterium and the local power lines . . .).  Hot, fast, 
semisolid blasts of energy appear to make a great short 
range weapon -- one that armor can diffuse and that is 
more likely to roast and bruise you than kill you.

Denman, Lee & Chriest:  Congrats on the wedding!?

Robin Laws:  I loved your write-ups!  Took a long time to 
quit laughing. // You've got it on RQIV.  Avalon Hill has 
to commit to two product releases a month to support the 
new hardback.  RQIV can be compatible with RQIII 
(basically RQIII with the Chaosium errata sheets added 
in), but the support needs to be there.

Scott Bennie:  good to see you in print.  Would have 
liked to see all the alternative forms and limits to time 
travel we corresponded about, but it was a good chart. // 
I hated Herculoids and refused to watch it.  Glad to know 
it was as bad as I remembered.  

Frisbee:  again, there are at least two complete sets of 
RQ Heroquest rules, with a complete issue of Tales of the 
Reaching Moon dedicated to Heroquesting. // You noted the 
tsetse fly, but what about the humidity?  That always 
consumed the composite bows favored by the Mongols when 
they got into western Europe.

Matthew Porter:  Congrats.  //  I've dropped out of any 
on-line services.  They cost too much, consume time like 
water.

All:  I write for comments as much as any other reason.  
What do I need to do to draw more comments?

